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INKA EMPIRE: I. STONE WARRIORS

• Language: English
• Reading age: 14+
• Genre: Epic Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

During his captivity, Inca Atahualpa will dream of freedom and
the survival of the empire, but supernatural forces beyond his
comprehension will torment his mind.

Discover, within the pages of this novel, the blurred lines
between myth, legend, and reality as you accompany brave
warriors in epic battles of the invincible Inca army. Witness
how the crown prince fights to counter the shadows that
spread uncontrollably towards the four corners of the
Tahuantinsuyo. The ancient gods seek to reclaim what was
once theirs, and dark magic poses a threat to the Son of the
Sun himself and his offspring.

Learn about the legendary Q'aqcha-Waraka, the Sling of
Thunder, and immerse yourself in this spectacular epic
adventure.
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THE CRYSTALS OF VUHRAN: I. THE ATHYRANT

• Language: English
• Reading age: 14+
• Genre: Epic Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

A cataclysm brings about the end of a great civilization, and the
survivors find themselves transported to a different planet,
where they establish the new Kingdom of Vuhran. Over the
centuries, pivotal conflicts emerge that can only be resolved
with the participation of the Athyrant, or soldiers of god, and
the power of enigmatic crystals that persist in their possession.

Discover the fate that awaits the young and courageous
Aheolian-Priem upon his arrival at the main military camp on
the eastern continent. Vast armies will mobilize, the most
formidable fortress will be challenged, and the world will quake
with the power of the gods.

"The Crystals of Vuhran" is a true epic, complete with
geography and a millennial history, featuring its own mythology,
culture, and technology. The first volume of this trilogy covers
the initial thousand years of history, with the narrative
continuing in "The Milian Sector" and "Children of Orion."
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THE CRYSTALS OF VUHRAN: II. THE MILIAN 
SECTOR

• Language: English
• Reading age: 14+
• Genre: Epic Sci-Fi
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

More than three thousand years have passed since the great
adventure in which the soldier of god Aheolian-Priem
participated. With the development of spacefaring technology,
the descendants of the ancient kingdoms along the shores of
the Ziahn Sea have embarked on a journey to conquer the stars.

Join the first explorers who will pave the way for colonization in
the Alaris, Qerin, and Zirth star systems, subsequently forming
the Milian Sector.

Explore the rivalry between purists and Atolians. Uncover a dark
secret that has been kept for many centuries and witness the
political tensions between the Kihan-Sery and the Galot-Orn.

Can the skilled pilot Elst-Ghylant successfully lead the rebellion
brewing in the colonies and uncover the true origins of the
children of Vuhran?
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A 35 mm ADVENTURE

• Language: English
• Reading age: 12+
• Genre: Fantasy / Sci-Fi
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

As the Bicentennial of the Independence of Peru approaches, a
young man passionate about the seventh art receives a unique
invitation from a cinematographic exhibitor to become a part of
the films he loves so dearly.

Follow Miguel through iconic corners of downtown Lima, and
uncover why it will be crucial for him to remember the most
important scenes from his favorite film. Join him on what might
turn out to be the most incredible adventure of his entire life.
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THE MIST CLUB

• Language: English
• Reading age: 10+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

In the 1980s, a group of friends created a brotherhood in which
they shared exciting adventures. They built a treehouse and
adhered to a strict code. Thirty years later, the children of those
founding members continue the legacy.

Raquel, one of the twins aspiring to join the club, is an
outstanding athlete at school, facilitating her entry. However,
her brother Ramon will not have it so easy and decides to prove
his worth through an act of great courage.

Discover the mystery that Alejandro, Veronica, Roberto, and
Felipe must solve after Ramon challenges some enigmatic pre-
Inca ruins in his quest to prove that he too is worthy of being
part of the brotherhood.
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I. KES, THE LAST AURE OF TERRALAN

• Language: English
• Reading age: 10+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

Kes, a curious and brave boy, is always eager to participate in
risky adventures in the company of Alit, his inseparable friend.
They both know that a dark and winged being prowls their
home in the forest.

When tragedy befalls Kes's family, the venerable Aure Diruk will
join forces with him to rally the other guardians of the kingdom
and combat the evil that is spreading and threatening the
inhabitants of Terralán. The aures should always be twelve, not
one less, not one more.

Witness the energy emanating from the heart of a young child.
Unicorns, gargoyles, and incredible magical powers will immerse
you in an adventure where you'll witness the importance of
love, sacrifice, and friendship.
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II. KES AND THE PEGASI OF BERNIA

• Language: English
• Reading age: 10+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

Evil was finally banished from Terralan, but now Kes and Alit
must journey beyond the horizon to an unknown and
challenging land. To accomplish this, and with the help of Vaz's
ingenuity, they must immerse themselves in the waters of the
imposing Acuantalis Lake.

A new threat will stalk them from the shadows, and with the
assistance of new friends, fantastic winged creatures, they will
fight to prevent the dark forces from triumphing once more.

What creature remains locked within the impregnable Dungeon
of Oblivion? What truth does the legend of the great blue wolf
contain?

Discover the formidable magic that our friends will have to
confront in this second adventure of The Books of Kes.
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III. KES AND THE TOWER OF THE FOUR GATES

• Language: English
• Reading age: 10+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

The unpredictable journey back to Terralan will bring a great
surprise to Kes and his friends. Will they choose to stay in
Bernia?

What mystery does that imposing structure, defying the clouds,
conceal? The cunning King of Shadows will attempt to deceive
Molen, the legendary Guardian of the Tower of the Four Gates.

Join us in the third adventure of the fantastic and thrilling saga,
The Books of Kes.
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GODS AT WAR: EPISODE I

• Language: English
• Reading age: 16+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

When the god Alkiar created our galaxy, he stirred the jealousy
of his brother, Morek. The latter then decided that he would
destroy Earth's living beings through his demons: the untot.
Recognizing this threat, Alkiar gave life to the Padian Antolas, an
immortal warrior of light whose mission is to contain the
lieutenants of darkness.

However, Antolas won't be able to stop them forever. New
immortal warriors must be born from the souls of three human
beings, three predestined ones. To transform into Padian, they
must first enter the higher dimension through a portal that will
open in the Heart of the Andes.

Accompany the guardians across the planet charged with
protecting the fated ones from the hatred of Scuranti. In Siberia,
the mystery of Tunguska, the magic of Ayers Rock in Australia,
and even the son of a vanished volcano in southeast Indonesia
will be critical pieces in this colossal battle through time and
space.
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GODS AT WAR: EPISODE II

• Soon to be published
• Language: English
• Reading age: 16+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone

When the god Alkiar created our galaxy, he stirred the jealousy
of his brother, Morek. The latter then decided that he would
destroy Earth's living beings through his demons: the untot.
Recognizing this threat, Alkiar gave life to the Padian Antolas, an
immortal warrior of light whose mission is to contain the
lieutenants of darkness.

However, Antolas won't be able to stop them forever. New
immortal warriors must be born from the souls of three human
beings, three predestined ones. To transform into Padian, they
must first enter the higher dimension through a portal that will
open in the Heart of the Andes.

Accompany the guardians across the planet charged with
protecting the fated ones from the hatred of Scuranti. In Siberia,
the mystery of Tunguska, the magic of Ayers Rock in Australia,
and even the son of a vanished volcano in southeast Indonesia
will be critical pieces in this colossal battle through time and
space.
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THE HIDDEN VALLEY

• Language: English
• Reading age: 8+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone
• Payment: PayPal / Credit Card
• Download contains 3 files: epub, pdf and AZW (kindle)

Join the brave Cindy on her inaugural adventure in the southern
Peruvian Andes. Experience with her all the magic and vital
energy of the Apus and discover who Qamaqui, the fox, and
Juku, the enigmatic spectacled bear, are.

What mission will be entrusted to the new guardian of nature?
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SUN HUNTERS

• Soon to be published
• Language: English
• Reading age: 12+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone

Unknown forces from the depths of outer space will compel the
human race to expedite the terraforming of Mars. Will the
children of Earth be able to reverse the process that threatens
to transform the sun into a red giant?

Accompany Sebastian Mir from the orbit of the Red Planet back
to his native Catalonia. Discover what the Atlas Mountains in
North Africa conceal and experience the immense challenge of
confronting an advanced alien civilization in their struggle to
secure their position in our wondrous and perilous universe.
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SPACE COMMAND

• Soon to be published
• Language: English
• Reading age: 10+
• Genre: Adventure / Fantasy
• Author: Ivan Bolanos Gamero
• Editor: Abucci & Barone

Rogelio, Alonso, Marina, and Kiara board the finest ship, the
Solitary Star, to explore its interior. Suddenly, it activates and
ventures into outer space.

Later, the ship intercepts a rescue signal and swiftly travels to a
remote part of the galaxy, beyond the crew's control. What
fantastic planets will they visit? What dangers will they face?

Thanks to the friendship, knowledge, and cleverness of the four
friends, along with the skills of the robot dog, Halley, they will
be able to unravel the mystery behind the disappearance of
Alonso's father, the renowned Captain Luigi.
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